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Introduction

In 2015, the City of Belmont began the process of creating the Belmont
Village Specific Plan. The Specific Plan provides an exciting opportunity for
community members to engage in dialogue about the Village’s future and
identify ways to develop a vibrant town center. The Belmont Village Specific
Plan (BVSP) will serve as a key implementation tool to realize the vision of
the Village that is supported in the General Plan Update. The Specific Plan
will establish a strong policy framework and implementation strategies to
realize this vision. For more information on the Specific Plan process, please
visit: http://www.planbelmontvillage.com/
A variety of outreach activities are underway or have been completed, which
provide community members the opportunity to share their values and
priorities for the project. Thus far, the outreach has included stakeholder
interviews, a community workshop, an information session at the Downtown
Neighborhood Sunnyslope Association National Night Out event, and
development of the BVSP website. Concurrent with community outreach, the
consultant team is preparing existing conditions reports on key planning
issues, opportunities, and possible policy directions. Together with feedback
from the community on goals and priorities, the reports will set the stage for
development and assessment of land use, urban design, and transportation
alternatives and policies for the Village.
This report summarizes input from the first community workshop, which
focused on educating the community and generating specific ideas for
Belmont Village, building on the parameters developed in the draft General
Plan. This will serve as a valuable resource to guide City staff, the Planning
Commission, City Council, consultant team, and others, as design
alternatives and implementation strategies are formulated.

1.1 Workshop Format and Organization
This report describes the process and results of the first community
workshop conducted for the BVSP process. The workshop was held on
October 15, 2015 from 6:00 to 8:30 p.m. at Belmont City Hall. The workshop
was designed to engage the attention, interest, and active involvement of a
broad spectrum of Belmont community members, and provide opportunities
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for energetic discussion and input into the community’s vision of Belmont
Village.

Over 40 community members attended the workshop. Members of City
Council, the Planning Commission, and City staff also attended as observers,
facilitators, and participants. The workshop agenda is summarized below and
included as Appendix A.

WELCOME AND BACKGROUND
The workshop began with a welcome from Belmont Community
Development Director Carlos de Melo. Consulting planner Sophie Martin,
AICP followed with an introductory presentation on the purpose and
objectives of the Specific Plan and current conditions of Belmont Village. Ms.
Martin concluded with a brief summary of related community input on the
General Plan Update that pertained to the Village area. The slides from the
presentation are included in Appendix B.

ACTIVITY #1 – SHORT ANSWERS
Using “post-it” notepads and pens that were placed at each table, attendees
were asked after the opening presentation to respond to seven questions
about their thoughts and experiences regarding Belmont Village. As the
questions were read aloud, attendees wrote quick responses to the seven
questions on the post-its to reveal what they liked about Belmont Village,
what concerns they had, and any changes they would like to propose.
Participants then got up and posted the notes on exhibits around the meeting
room. Appendix C provides a transcription of all the post-it notes for each
question.

ACTIVITY #2 – SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION
Each table had a map of the Belmont Village Planning Area. Participants
were asked to illustrate their vision for Belmont Village and identify ideas for
improvement in each quadrant of the Village, as well as challenges to
achieving their vision. A representative from each group then reported to the
2
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audience their table’s top three ideas for improving Belmont Village and
anticipated challenges. Appendix D includes images of the completed table
maps and Appendix E features a transcription of the ideas and challenges
shared by each table.

1.2 Next Steps
The Specific Plan project team will incorporate the issues identified in the
community workshop and stakeholder interviews with research and mapping
in the existing conditions reports. Alternative land use, urban design, and
circulation scenarios will be developed and evaluated in the next stage of the
planning process, along with testing of development standards on various
sites within the Planning Area, and presented at a community workshop. The
consultant team will then work on drafting the plan components and policy
framework, which will become the outline for the Draft Belmont Village
Specific Plan.
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Community Vision and
Planning Issues

As described in the Introduction, the first community workshop involved
one individual activity and one group activity with a discussion period.
Highlights of the activities are summarized below, followed by a discussion of
priorities that emerged from each small group.

2.1 Activity #1: Short Answers
Activity #1 was posed as an exercise to explore how Belmont Village
currently meets the needs of its visitors, in what ways it is lacking, and what
improvements should be considered. Attendees responded to seven questions
in order to share what they liked about Belmont Village or suggest changes
that could be incorporated into the Specific Plan.
The questions posed to the participants are listed below, followed by a
summary of common responses. Where percentages are referenced below,
they refer to the percentage of responding workshop participants that named
the given subject in their response to a question. Because in many cases
participants gave multiple responses to a question, or did not fully answer a
question, totals may not add up. A record of the post-it notes for each
question can be found in Appendix C.

QUESTIONS
1. When I go to Belmont Village today, I’m most commonly going
to…
An overwhelming majority of respondents (78 percent) usually go to
Belmont Village to shop at Safeway. Other popular answers included coffee
shops (Peet’s or Starbucks), hair salons, the Post Office, and Twin Pines Park.
The responses show that Belmont Village currently serves as a place to grab a
coffee and run errands rather than as a vibrant downtown destination to visit
for enjoyment and entertainment.
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2. One word or phrase I would use to describe Belmont Village
is…
Words and phrases used to describe Belmont Village were overwhelmingly
negative. Of the 35 responses, about a third of the participants felt that
Belmont Village was disconnected or disjointed, lacking a cohesive purpose
or structure. Many others used the phrase “non-existent” or “not there,”
revealing that Belmont Village is not currently a lively and exciting
destination for visitors. A few respondents also mentioned that traffic and
congestion were large hurdles to overcome.

“A series of
disjointed minimalls bounded by
busy streets”

“I do not think of
Belmont Village as
a place, just a
bunch of spaces.”

“Pedestrian parts
of Caltrain station
and the park”
3. One aspect of Belmont Village that I like that should stay the
same is…
One aspect that many respondents (approximately 36 percent) wanted to
retain was Twin Pines Park. Some participants thought the mix and diversity
of local businesses and the easy access to public transportation should stay,
while others appreciated the lack of large high-rise buildings and liked the
small town feel.
4. The most important thing that should change about Belmont
Village is…
The majority of responses were related to circulation. Almost 50 percent of
responses advocated for greater walkability and better pedestrian access.
Many were concerned about pedestrian safety and supported reducing traffic
and “parking sprawl” (the large number of surface parking lots) in the
planning area. Others were concerned about Belmont Village having a “sense
of place,” citing the need for more shops, dining, and interesting destinations
to attract visitors.
5. Another place that I like that’s a good model for Belmont
Village in the future is…
The answers to this question were fairly varied, with some respondents
choosing two or more examples. A quarter of the responses agreed that a
great model for Belmont Village was San Carlos along Laurel Street. Many
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“Diversity of local
business, not all
chain stores that
we see everywhere
else”
“Consolidated
walkable downtown
feel with mix of
retail business that
meets community
needs”
“Create pedestrian
friendly shopping
and dining”
“San Carlos
downtown has a lot of
shops and restaurants
to choose from”
“Healdsburg –
friendly, accessible,
and inviting”
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others cited downtown Menlo Park, Los Altos, Burlingame, and Healdsburg
as excellent examples to follow.
6. New amenities that I would like to see in Belmont Village are…
“Cafes, service for
travelers, shady
grass areas and
art; Bicycle path
that is safe and
bicycle parking”

“Outdoor
restaurants,
walking streets
without vehicles,
more trees with
open space
seating”

“Plan to
accommodate
growth, manage
traffic and
parking.”

Almost 40 percent of respondents would like to see a greater variety of
restaurants and cafes, and specifically called for unique shops rather than
chain restaurants. Some of these participants linked restaurants to more
entertainment, as well. Many also repeated their circulation concern from
question four, advocating for walkability and better pedestrian and bicycle
access. Another desired amenity that was prevalent throughout the responses
was more greenery. Respondents called for more trees and open space to
create an appealing and walkable outdoor plaza.
7. My biggest issue or concern about planning for Belmont
Village’s future is…
The largest concern from participants (37 percent) related to traffic and
parking, especially the potential effects of successfully achieving the vibrant
Belmont Village vision, which would attract more people and demand for
parking—despite the great number of comments expressing dislike for the
area’s multiple surface parking lots. With this influx of visitors, community
members recognized potential challenges in dealing with congestion and
retaining Belmont Village’s small town feel. There was also a concern with
how to affect compromise among all parties involved, including property
owners, residents, Caltrain, and the City Council.

“Existing street
layout not
appropriate for
small scale
downtown”
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2.2 Activity #2: Small Group Discussion
At the tables, there was a map of Belmont Village, separated into quadrants.
Participants were asked to illustrate their ideas for each quadrant on the table
map. Below is a summary of prevalent suggestions for each quadrant of the
Planning Area and a discussion of the challenges within these areas. Images
of each table’s map are included in Appendix D and a detailed list of
comments from each table is provided in Appendix E.

Table map used during discussion activity.
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WESTERN QUADRANTS
Northwest Quadrant

“Another access
point by
Walgreens”

In the northwest quadrant, participants reiterated the unsafe pedestrian
conditions and noted the inflexible entrance/exit process in the Walgreens lot.
To deal with this, participants from almost every table recommended
building an underground parking garage beneath Walgreens, Safeway, or
both to take more cars off of the street. At one table, participants also
mentioned the possibility of three or four story mixed use buildings in this
quadrant. A connection over the Caltrain tracks into the northeast quadrant
of the Village was suggested, but participants were undecided as to how to
best provide this connection.
Southwest Quadrant

“Centralized plaza
near Safeway and
Emmett – put
parking
underground”

“Poor pedestrian
connection over El
Camino, need a
safer way to cross
intersection between
El Camino and
Ralston Ave”

Most community members noted a concern with the current state of Safeway.
Participants desired to either redevelop or reconfigure Safeway within the lot
to make a more pedestrian-friendly marketplace; some suggested
reconstructing the building near El Camino Real, while others thought the
existing building could be re-oriented to 6th Avenue to improve the area. To
combat congestion within the southwest quadrant, contributors suggested
the closure of Emmett Avenue and the conversion of parts of Hill and
Waltermire Streets to pedestrian walkways. Another popular idea was
constructing a public plaza or square in this quadrant, possibly near Emmett
Street. Some participants were also concerned about the upkeep at Twin
Pines Park, proposing a more managed trail system along the creek with
maintenance and waste collection.
Other Ideas for Western Quadrants
Community members at all of the six tables noted their concern regarding
traffic and pedestrian safety along Ralston Avenue and El Camino Real.
Participants from a couple tables suggested building a pedestrian bridge over
Ralston, while members of another table recommended a bicycle/pedestrian
lane along El Camino Real.
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Challenges for the Western Quadrants
One of the major challenges participants acknowledged was how to manage
traffic and parking in the western quadrants. While contributors wanted to
see surface parking lots redeveloped, this would increase congestion and
require more parking elsewhere. A parking structure could help solve the
issue, but the question of where a structure could be viably built within the
Planning Area was raised. Many suggested constructing an underground
parking structure, but there was concern with how feasible this could be,
while others suggested using City Hall’s parking lot for the structure.
Another commonly stated challenge was making the western quadrants more
pedestrian-friendly. It was clear that participants wanted to carry out changes
to increase pedestrian ease and access, such as redeveloping Safeway or
shifting its location, closing off Emmett Street to vehicle traffic, and widening
sidewalks. However, participants acknowledged that it would take time to
achieve this shared vision, analyze the viability of the projects, and
implement the improvements.
There was also a concern with how to better utilize Twin Pines Park.
Participants agreed that this open space area is an important element that
should be strongly incorporated into the Belmont Village vision. One group
suggested a trail or path along the creek connecting Belmont Village and the
park, but participants recognized that this objective would require great
effort and planning to make it a reality.

9

“Traffic on Ralston
needs to be
fixed/resolved”

“More pedestrian
friendly”

“Protect park!”
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EASTERN QUADRANTS
Northeast Quadrant
“North/South bike
path needed – use
Caltrain parking
lots”

“Denser housing
around Caltrain”

“Corridor to SW –
ped/bike corridor
connected to
O’Neill”

As this quadrant is predominantly residential, there were only a few changes
suggested for this area. Participants from a few tables mentioned that they
would like to see Masonic Way traffic improved. Some recommended
making Masonic Way a pedestrian-only walkway or a modest village.
Community members from one table wanted to see a small-scale grocer in
the area, citing Trader Joe’s or a TargetExpress.
Southeast Quadrant
Many contributors wanted to see this quadrant updated by implementing
higher density dwellings, mixed use buildings, and live/work units.
Participants from one table recommended introducing parklets in this area as
a “necklace” of open spaces, while others suggested a pedestrian
undercrossing along O’Neill Avenue to help residents move east-west under
the Caltrain tracks.
Other Ideas for Eastern Quadrants

“[More]
townhomes,
condos,
apartments”

Community members suggested more mixed use buildings in both of the
eastern quadrants, calling for multi-level retail and housing. A few
participants mentioned the need for high quality stores, while others wanted
to see more hi-tech companies in this area. Many also noted that the Caltrain
parking lot is seldom filled to capacity and should be utilized for other
purposes, such as a landscaped bike path, which would allow north-south
bicycle travel that is separate from El Camino Real.
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Challenges for the Eastern Quadrants
Participants agreed that more mixed use and high density structures should
be implemented in the eastern quadrants, but there was discussion of how
this would increase noise, traffic, and demand for parking. Again, this raises
the question of where shared parking should be incorporated and whether
underground parking would be feasible. There was also concern about the
many auto shops located in the southeastern quadrant and how these would
fit into the Belmont Village vision.
Some participants also mentioned the need for more public space, with one
group suggesting a series of parklets in the southeastern quadrant and
another group calling for more open space along Masonic Way. There is,
however, a concern with how and where exactly to implement this, especially
if buildings must be removed to make room for such a project.
Another main challenge shared by participants was connectivity, especially in
regards to the Caltrain barrier. With Ralston being the only connection
across the train tracks, many community members agreed that travel would
be more convenient with another tunnel opening. However, participants
recognized the difficulty of building a tunnel and the need to coordinate with
Caltrain and possibly the High Speed Rail Authority.

“Less Industrial,
more active retail/
restaurants”

“Don’t want
residents to be
upset by vibrant
night life”

“Challenge is
breaking up train
track barrier”

GENERAL IDEAS AND CHALLENGES
General improvements to Belmont Village were also provided by participants
during this activity. Several contributors encouraged enhanced streetscaping
– quality public art, welcoming open spaces and sidewalks, and painted
patterned crosswalks. Some would also like to see rooftop gardens and
landscaping applied throughout the Village, as well.
When considering Belmont Village as a whole, a large challenge that
community members shared was implementing a more cohesive “look.” As
discussed above in Activity #1, many participants felt that Belmont Village
currently serves as a series of disjointed lots and buildings rather than an
interconnected group of structures. The challenge will be updating these
structures and applying unified design standards, making Belmont Village
feel like a central location with a cohesive identity.
Another anticipated struggle is the ultimate goal of implementation.
Participants expressed concern about how to actually put the Specific Plan
into action and discussed what the initial focus should be for the
implementation efforts; some suggested that the City should focus on the
western quadrants’ improvements first, as they represent the commercial hub
of the Village.
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“Beautification –
have to start with
something
attractive”
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2.3 Looking Forward
The vision and planning issues highlighted by community members at the
first series of workshops will help to set the course of the BVSP. Periodic
reports on the Specific Plan, including the results of these workshops, will be
presented to the Planning Commission and City Council. Community
priorities concerning mobility, development patterns, community amenities,
economic development, and other subjects of the community workshop will
be evaluated as part of the planning process for the BVSP, particularly the
development of land use and transportation alternatives and key policies.
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AGENDA
Belmont Village Specific Plan
Community Workshop #1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Welcome
Short Presentation
Activity 1: Short Answers
Break
Report back on Activity 1
Activity #2: Small Group Discussion
Report out to whole group
Wrap up and Next Steps

6:10-6:15
6:15-6:45
6:45-7:00
7:00-7:10
7:10-7:20
7:20-8:00
8:00-8:25
8:25-8:30

Project Phases
JUL 2015 - OCT 2015
Visioning and
Existing Conditions
Analysis

OCT 2015 - JAN 2016
Alternatives
Analysis

JAN 2016 - APR 2016
Draft Plan
and Zoning

FEB 2016 - AUG 2016
Environmental Review

Thursday, October 15, 2015
Belmont City Hall
1 Twin Pines Lane, Belmont, CA 94002
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Agenda

Belmont Village Specific Plan
Community Visioning
Workshop
October 15, 2015

BELMONT VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN| Community Visioning Workshop

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Welcome and Introduction
Project Overview
Activity #1: Short Answers
Quick Break
Report back on Activity #1
Activity #2: Small Group Discussion
Report back on Activity #2
Wrap-up and Next Steps

BELMONT VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN| Community Visioning Workshop

What is the Belmont Village Specific Plan?
• A long-range vision for Belmont Village, which will
consider:
– Land use distribution
– Future development programs
– Parking management strategies
– How access can be improved for all users
– Infrastructure needs
– Streetscape improvements

• An implementation program that will realize the vision
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How does it relate to the General Plan Update?

What will it contain?

• The Specific Plan is a separate, stand-alone document.
• The Specific Plan is a tool for the systematic
implementation of the General Plan.
• The Specific Plan must be consistent with the General
Plan.
• In turn, all subsequent development, public works
projects, and zoning regulations must be consistent
with the Specific Plan.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Context
Land Use
Design Standards and Guidelines
Key Opportunity Sites
Circulation and Access
Affordable Housing
Infrastructure and Public Facilities
Implementation Program
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Who is Involved?

Belmont Village Today

• The Belmont Community
– Frame and discuss issues and choices

• Planning Commission
– Provide policy direction at key stages
– Review and recommend action on Draft Plan & EIR

• City Council
– Provide policy direction at key stages
– Certify the EIR and adopt the Plan
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Four Quadrants

Urban Design Framework

Northeast Quadrant:
• Medium-density
residential
• Auto-oriented retail
• Caltrain is locus of
pedestrian activity
Northwest Quadrant:
• Anchored by Pet
Food Express and
Walgreens strip
center
• Small cluster of
medium-density
apartment buildings

Southeast Quadrant:
• Large percentage
of Belmont’s light
industrial uses	
  
• Medium density
housing

The Corners is
the Village’s major
focal point.

Southwest Quadrant:
• Commercial core
• Waltermire	
  
Historic	
  District	
  
• Firehouse	
  Square	
  
• Safeway, City
Center

Ralston Ave. is a
gateway to the
Village. Traffic and
connectivity are
concerns here.

The Caltrain Station
and elevated track
creates a physical
barrier between the
east and west
quadrants.

There are a large
number of surface
parking lots.
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Existing Land Use

Representative Residential Buildings
Vacant, 0.9%

Public and
Community
Facilities, 14.8%
Industrial, 9.0%

Residential,
14.2%

Commerical,
19.2%
Apartment buildings on Masonic
Ave. and Granada St.

Newer multifamily buildings on
Masonic near Old County Rd.

Single family home in Waltermire
District near commercial core

Mixed Uses, 5.9%
Office, 3.1%
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Representative Commercial Buildings

BELMONT VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN| Community Visioning Workshop
Vacant Sites

Development Projects and Opportunity Sites
Vacant buildings

Recent development at
Emmett St. and El Camino

Service commercial on Old
County Rd.

Retail buildings on Ralston Ave.

Vacant, city-owned
sites

Underutilized sites
have the potential for
change over time
Firehouse Square

Safeway, with large parking lot
between building and street

Auto-oriented retail on Sixth Ave.

Traditional storefronts on Ralston
Ave.
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Project Website

What we’ve heard so far
• The vision and objectives articulated in Belmont’s 2003
Vision Statement are still true today.
• The Belmont community desires:
– A town center
– A destination with shopping, working, and entertainment
opportunities for residents and visitors
– An aesthetically-pleasing, upscale environment
– A vibrant, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly area

BELMONT VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN| Community Visioning Workshop
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Schedule

Activity #1 – Short Answers
• Note question number and response on Post-It

JUL ‘15 – OCT ‘15
Visioning + Existing
Conditions Analysis

OCT ‘15 – JAN ‘16
Alternatives Analysis

JAN ‘16 – APR ‘16
Draft Plan + Zoning

FEB ‘16 – AUG ‘16
Environmental Review

We are Here

• During the break, please place your Post-Its under the
appropriate topics & numbers on the wall
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BELMONT VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN| Community Visioning Workshop

Question 1

Question 2

When I go Belmont Village today, I’m most commonly
going to …

One word or phrase I would use to describe Belmont
Village is…

BELMONT VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN| Community Visioning Workshop
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Question 3

Question 4

One aspect of Belmont Village that I like that should stay
the same is…

The most important thing that should change about
Belmont Village is…

BELMONT VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN| Community Visioning Workshop
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Question 5

Question 6

Another place that I like that’s a good model for Belmont
Village in the future is…

New amenities that I would like to see in Belmont Village
are…
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Question 7

Break!

My biggest issue or concern about planning for Belmont
Village’s future is…

• Place your Post-Its under
the appropriate topics &
numbers on the wall
• See what friends and
neighbors had to say
• Have a snack and mingle
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Activity #2 – Small Group Discussion

Ground Rules for Small Groups

1. Use the table map to illustrate
your vision and ideas for each
quadrant or area of Belmont
Village
2. Identify your top three (3) ideas
for improvement
3. Identify the challenges that you
see to achieving this vision for
Belmont Village

•
•
•
•
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Activity #2 – Report Out to Whole Group

Wrap-Up and Next Steps

1. Your group’s vision and ideas for
each quadrant or area of
Belmont Village
2. Your group’s top three (3) ideas
for improvement
3. Challenges your group sees to
achieving this vision

1. Publish background research on existing
conditions
2. Planning Commission and City Council study
sessions
3. Start testing design and development concepts
based on community priorities and feedback

Speak one at a time
Listen for understanding
Suspend snap judgments
Stay on the timeline, keep comments concise, avoid
repetition
• Each member of the group is equal, all comments
matter – One person reports out
PARTICIPATE!

Visit www.planbelmontvillage.com for updates!
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Thank you!
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1. When I go to Belmont Village I’m most commonly going to…
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Safeway or dinner at one of the restaurants (sushi monster) or Starbucks



Safeway or Post Office



Salon 1322, work and Safeway



AT+T. Seldom go to Carlmont Village



Safeway



Safeway



Peets and Hair salon



Buy something at Safeway or Walgreens and twin pines park (walk dog)



To shop and coffee



Wells Fargo bank and Safeway



Pet food express or Safeway or Optometrist or Park



Safeway



Safeway, City Hall, going to work in San Carlos



Pet food express, Peets coffee, Safeway, Walgreens (would prefer a Whole Foods)



Safeway, restaurant, coffee, post office, city hall, traffic artery



Farmer’s market



The Post Office or Safeway



Safeway



Supercuts and Safeway



Safeway, Walgreens, Greedy Ant, Barber, Dentist, eye doctor, friends



Safeway



Restaurants, City Hall and Safeway



Starbucks, hair it is, Safeway, Twin Pines Park



Work and Safeway



Safeway, Wells Fargo, and City Hall and park



Safeway and Twin Pines Park



Safeway



Shop and eat



Namaste plaza to the store or Caltrain station



Walk my dog or take my dog to daycare



Does not exist as “village”
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Safeway, Namaste Market and Post Office



Safeway, Twin Pines, Walgreens and City Hall



Walgreens and Safeway



Safeway and Wells Fargo



Safeway, Divino and Peet’s



Safeway, the post office, Walgreens, Starbucks, Green Street dry cleaners, Caltrain and the
Cats’ Inn

2. One word or phrase I would use to describe Belmont Village today…


Traffic-filled



Disjointed



Scattered and loud/busy



Quaint but crowded with traffic



Asphalt desert



Hodge-podge of disconnected places



Boring



Inaccessible, disjointed, an encumbrance in getting to another destination



More traffic than destination



Not a destination for residents to stay and shop



Disconnected



Empty, barren, hurry, and move on!



Congested



“There is no there, there”



Not there



Disconnected



Disjointed, no plan!!



Disjointed



Eclectic, difficult to get around



Dull



Non-existent



I do not think of Belmont Village as a place. Just a bunch of spaces



Non-existent



Dated fragmented
25
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Non-existent



Lame, unconnected, deferred – maintenance



Confusing – non interesting



Boring, tired, run down



A series of disjointed mini-malls bounded by busy streets



Disconnected, disjointed



Not cohesive



Disjointed



Not a “Village”



Pass through for the rat race



Outdated

3. One aspect of Belmont Village that I like that should stay the same is…
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Twin Pines park is a lovely place



Train station and city hall



Restaurants and Namaste – type store



I would like to keep a hub



Twin Pines park



Twin Pines park



Adequate parking close to stores



City hall, park access



Small-town ambience



Mix of local businesses



Twin Pines park



Diversity of local business. Not all chain stores that we see everywhere else



Twin Pines park



Farmers market and food trucks



6th ave is slow and quiet



Twin Pines park



Access to transportation



Main/central thorough fare in town



Farmer’s market



Park/Civic Center
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Emmett House



Building design circa 1900 Village



Convenient location



No tall buildings. Pedestrians don’t feel dwarfed by large scale massive buildings



Twin Pines park



Small town charm, should have kept the old buildings that had character



Relative height of buildings, no high rises



Twin Pines park



Twin Pines park



View of the hills when driving in West on Ralston. Ski village look and feel



Grocery store



Pedestrian parts of Caltrain station and the park



Trees (but add more)



Small business



Park

4. The most important thing that should CHANGE about Belmont Village is…


Safety and convenience for pedestrians to access all of the Plan Area



Fluidity of movement



Make it walkable with opportunities for shopping, dining, entertainment, and bringing
community together throughout the day



It needs a sense of “place” to attract people just to the place



Increased retail and transit oriented housing



Add streetscape and block off a street and make a plaza



Multi-level, multi-use, parking off street above and below street level



Ralston traffic



No parking lots facing El Camino. Should all be inviting stores and housing



Vastly reduce parking sprawl



Traffic density reduced



Lots of things! Ambience



Must be sustainable –parcels must be walkable must be prettier



Better traffic circulation including for pedestrians and bikes. Better quality shops



Over all appearance, it is not attractive
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Destination for community, walkable area



Community among the sections and ease for pedestrians



Create sense of a community center



Safer crossing of El Camino Real



Parking



Consolidated walkable downtown feel with mix of retail business that meets community
needs



Make use of empty space in a way that doesn’t over populate area and clean up older
shops on El Camino Real to make it more appealing



I would like to see wider sidewalks on Ralston



Bicycle and pedestrian safety; better traffic flow and parking



The Safeway. It’s in the middle, preventing pedestrian flow. It’s ugly from 6th Ave



Close off Hill and Emmett at Safeway



The vacant lots. I would like to see well-cared for buildings and an increase in walkability



Slow cars and make streets for pedestrians not for cars



El Camino intersection, pedestrian-friendly/safe/quieter/calm



Sense of place



Easier pedestrian access/safety



Make a real center – closing off Waltermire, Emmett and Hill Street with pedestrian
bridge crossing at Ralston Ave



More opportunities for restaurant dining, entertainment, strolling and shopping



Make it feel like a destination and not a cut through



Create pedestrian friendly shopping and dining



Sense of cohesion between pockets. Increased walkability



More diversity! Not another sandwich, burger, hair salon, or pet store in a 3 block area

5. Another place I like that’s a good model for Belmont Village in the Future is…
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Downtown Redwood City (movie district)



Downtown San Carlos



El Camino Real in Menlo Park and Draegen’s in San Mateo



Castro Street in Mountain View



Paso Robles downtown park



Healdsburg downtown commercial district



Burlingame Ave (but with affordable stores and restaurants) and laurel Ave in San Carlos
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Healdsburg City Center



Downtown Menlo Park and Santa Cruz Ave



Laurence, Kansas



San Carlos downtown – has a lot of shops and restaurants to choose from



Some aspects of Laurel Street and Santa Cruz Ave – Menlo Park



Laurel Street



Leavenworth, WA; Sonoma, CA; Main street, Disneyland



Downtown Los Altos or Healdsburg



San Rafael downtown (has many similar elements as Belmont)



Small European Town



Los Altos main street



Copenhagen’s walking street- no traffic except pedestrians



Menlo Park and Alamo



Laurel in San Carlos and Burlingame Ave



Healdsburg town square



Carlmont Village- has a good hometown feeling – it is busy and vibrant



Los Altos



Maybe Mountain View (Castro street?) near performing arts center



Los Altos



Burlingame Ave



Train depot in San Carlos



Santana Row



Any small section in Burlingame



Laurel Street, San Carlos, 4th street Berkeley and Burlingame Ave



Healdsburg, friendly, accessible and inviting



Sunnyvale, South Murphy Ave



San Carlos, Menlo Park and Healdsburg



Noe Valley, SF

6. New amenities that I would like to see in Belmont Village are…


Bike lanes, vertical parking, outdoor “mall”, better trees and species selection



Restaurants, green space, shade, public transport, residential over commercial



Healthy restaurants, more trees, sale pedestrian passageways
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Restaurants and El Camino being more appealing/inviting to walk



Trader Joes



Parking, restaurants, small shops



Town plaza, parking garage, wider sidewalks



Bike lanes (that are safe)



Walkability



More variety of stores



Higher quality retail and eating such as high end wine shop



Outdoor restaurants, walking streets without vehicles, more trees with open space seating



Centralized parking with places to unique shopping and dining



Central plaza – small, some green and benches and tables and meeting event space



More pedestrian friendly access, walkability



More enforcement of maintenance for existing landlords – Starbucks plaza is a mess



Parklets more quality retail including restaurants (non-chain)



Interesting businesses, streetscape, safe pedestrian crossings (paint pattern on pavement)



Better dining, some entertainment



Not chain food restaurants but unique food and product venues



Safe pedestrian atmosphere



Town square type of atmosphere



Restaurants, movie theater



Many restaurants, cafes, housing, non-street level parking offices



Breakfast hub/walking zone



Entertainment center conversation location with public restrooms



More eateries, cafes, boutiques



More walkable, better transportation to access parts of Belmont, outdoor dining, night
life and entertainment



More shade trees on Hiller Street and traffic calming trees in the middle



Central plaza, open space, health club, community center (modern)



Whole Foods



Public Art and trees



More restaurants/cafes for lunch/dinner (even breakfast) and Whole Foods!



Cafes, service for travelers, shady grass areas and art. Bicycle path that is safe. Bicycle
parking
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Pedestrian bridge across El Camino

7. My Biggest issue or concern about planning for Belmont Village’s Future is…


Traffic and parking



Existing Street layout not appropriate for small scale downtown



Small business being pushed out



Impact on me and impact on my sense of what the amount is about



Traffic management for cars. We don’t all ride bikes to get to distant places



Parking



Overcrowding, just another dense habitat



Auto friendly design



People density



Traffic if housing will result in increased enrollment to school district



Low impact to surrounding residents



Getting voters on board!



People using as a cut through going elsewhere for their needs



Plan to accommodate growth, manage traffic and parking. (Don’t be trampled by it
without planning)



Inability to align constituents to make meaningful and timely progress and impact of
high-speed rail



Too dense. Will lose small town feel. Retail converted into housing so no downtown left
but all dense housing



Traffic



High density housing, losing it small-town charm



Vape shops and fast food restaurants



We’ve done this before. Will we get a better result now or in the near future?



Traffic, parking, nothing changing



Having to deal with Caltrans. Existing property owners who are unwilling to do anything
to improve their schlocky buildings



Make whatever is decided upon compatible with residential neighborhood that surrounds
it!



Theme, who pays?, property owners!, The heavy = handed=mess of a City Council



How to finance public improvements



Money, absent property owners who won’t work with the city
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Large roads in the middle



The seeming immobility of residents and city government officials to make decisions and
move forward without rehashing and rehashing



Traffic – along Ralston and El Camino is bad already during traffic times



Getting all land – owners on board for change



So many different property owners – hard to control leasing (which tenants)



El Camino intersection: an all-human interval so people are never competing with cars –
people first! Change in priorities for the future



The existing infrastructure and parcel orientation will not support a laurel street design
unless Safeway goes/changes



Ralston avenue congestion, Blandness created by national chain businesses – all the same
everywhere.



Concentrate growth along transit corridor to preserve bucolic life in the hills



Moving the “plan” from the shelf to reality



Negotiating changes to Safeway



$
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Appendix E: Small Group Table Notes

Belmont Village Specific Plan

TABLE 1










Poor pedestrian connection over El Camino, need a safer way to cross intersection
between El Camino and Ralston Ave
San Carlos new development will increase traffic downtown Belmont
Walking street between 6th Ave and Emmett Ave
Dangerous traffic in Ralston Street
Fluid entrance exit process to/from Walgreens quadrant
3 to 4 floors possibility with mixed use (2 votes for 2 or 3)
Parking between Waltermire Street and El Camino
Make Ralston safer to cross
Utilize better real estate between El Camino/Middle Road and Ralston Ave

TABLE 2













Close Emmett, Hill and Waltermire streets
All way pedestrian access at Ralston/ECR
Remove 2-way left turn on Ralston between ECR and 6th and wider sidewalk
Gardens and landscaping on roofs
Parking structure where Mr. Pickles and other shops are located – continue under
Ralston to Walgreens
Streetscaping – quality public art
Storefronts on ECR, no visible parking
Painted patterned crosswalks
Re-use of empty CalTrain parking lot
Improve auto shops – façade
Underground utilities
Streetscaping on Ralston east of OCR to tie to West side

TABLE 3
NE





Townhomes, condos, apartments
Workforce housing with central garage
TJ’s or mini target
Masonic /Old County Road traffic




Corridor to SW  Ped/bike corridor connected to O’Neill
Less industrial, more active retail/rest

SE
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SW





Parking garage
Reconfigured Safeway
Plaza
More pedestrian friendly

NW





Update
New buildings/uses
Plaza at City Hall
Pedestrian undercrossing at O’Neill

TABLE 4
Top 3 Ideas








Shift center toward/to 6th ave and 5th ave
Centralized parking and dispersed by quad.
Redevelop Safeway
Could each quad develop a theme and be complementary?
N.E. quad has capacity – mini village at Masonic
High Speed Rail: Increase at edges only
Human scale open spaces and sidewalks – places to pause/ spend time

Challenges
















Safeway orientation
ECR = corridor not a center
Pedestrian experience = try not to get hit!
Streets parallel to Ralston – need for traffic flow
Will they do it? – Redevelop Safeway
Twin Pines Park underutilized
Need a ped/bike bridge at ECR
T.O.D. limited by HSR
Keep quadrants concept  invest in all quadrants
Treat ECR as is
6th ave as Main Street for Belmont
Move Safeway loading docks
Walgreens = performing arts
SE quadrant: maker spaces and live/work spaces  maintain industrial
Upgrade Twin Pines
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TABLE 5




























Solve traffic on Ralston Ave
Focus on western half  walking plaza, closing Emmett
Pedestrian bridge over Ralston
Underground parking
Meandering bike paths N/S, E/W
North/South bike path needed  use Caltrain parking lots
Cohesive urban design in Village  architectural style
Start implementation on western half
Attract local businesses – how?
Denser housing around Caltrain
Twin Pines Park – more of a managed trail system along the creek  needs maintenance
and trash collection
Make 6th Ave more walkable
Safeway design (on 6th) improvements
Traffic: needs a plan if there is more development
Traffic going down 5th and 6th Ave to avoid Ralston
Keep local shops like the Greedy Ant and Divin
Centralized plaza near Safeway and Emmett  Put parking underground
Parking garage on City Hall  3 stories
Traffic on Ralston = #1 concern (lots of through traffic or is it more local?)
Relieve traffic with school buses
First emphasis for improvements on western half
How to get Safeway area improved
Improve pedestrian crossing with elevated bridge on Ralston between 6th and ECR
Traffic on Ralston needs to be fixed/resolved
Focus on western side of ECR (plaza)
Consolidated parking, underground or garage but how to deal with traffic
Make improvements for pedestrians, especially on 6th Ave  crosswalk near Waltermire

TABLE 6
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El Camino /Ralston is dangerous and is a barrier
Improve ped/bike access
Remember the surrounding community
Multi-level mixed use retail, parking below get people out of homes
Concerns about people living right above restaurants but it would be great to have people
living near those uses
Share parking
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Challenge is breaking up train track barrier – look to Minneapolis – Highline – mini
Highlines across streets – walkways
Car free streets
Put high density parking near daylight creek and hills
Make Hiller area the Belmont Village
Hi-tech businesses in East Quadrants
Too much Caltrain parking
Can stores face away from El Camino?
Challenge with HSR – uncertainty
Underground parking between Waltermire and Emmett (at Safeway)
Flip Walgreens, 2nd story walkway
Concerned about BV becoming too dense – like bends and nature?
Too many cars
Concern that SF home prices will remain expensive
Want owner-occupied housing
Retail come in NW + SW – include more employment
Concerned about high density housing in Firehouse Square
West of Alameda – Redwood City = ok
Taller than 5 stories in RC creates a tunnel
San Carlos – 3 story – stepped back – nice near library
2 Stories okay
Day lighting Creek
It would be beneficial to have a different use/structure in church site
ECR/Ralston divides village
The Village needs dense residential development to maintain quiet hills
Firehouse square complete
O’Neill to Hill: one area with mixed use
Retail on ground floor; office above
Ralston crossing for pedestrian (over road)  question about pedestrian tunnel
Lots of auto-oriented uses near Caltrain
OCRL daytime only commercial plus residential  consolidated parking
More residential on SW quadrant






Probably doesn’t make-to-make individual move?
Likes industrial business in Belmont
Higher density in SE
Want higher density near Hiller

SE
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Masonic
Bring in quality business, homes above
Quality businesses – zero vape stores
Multi-level retail and housing
Protect park!
Connect to Silverado
Off street – multilevel parking
Ralston traffic issue
Traffic – get rid of cars, zero bring in more housing till traffic dealt with
Main idea – walkways
R only EC from Ralston
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